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Description PROFILE 4 PLUS 

0058*8904*5 Model 4 v. 01.00.02 
ESTES TOI1 
ESTES MUSIC EVANGLSM Stock No. 260-1635 
PO BOX 1087 
KINGSVILLE TX 78364 Date JAN 16, 1986 
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MMMMM PURPOSE ••••• 
Our records indicate that you are the registered owner of 

PROFILE 4 PLUS. Please be sure that the version number referenced matches 
your software. Currently. extended math calculations may add one field to 
another field that contains a math formula even though the first field is not 
in the formula. To correct this, make the modifications to your software 
detailed in the PROCEDURE section (below) as soon as possible. 

M M THESE PATCHES ARE REQUIRED M M 

MMMMM DISCUSSION MMMMM 
We at Tandy Corporation recognize the importance of quality 

control in our software products and this Customer Service Bulletin is one 
part of our commitment to a program of software quality assurance. 

The modifications required will be accomplished by the 
series of PATCHES listed in the PROCEDURE section. If you are unfamilar with 
'"PATCHING" your software. please refer to your computer OWNER~s MANUAL for 
help. 

After making these PATCHES your software will be upgraded 
to VERSION Bl.IJIJ.IJ3. Be sure to mark this version in your SOFTWARE VERSION 
LOG. ( If your software package does not contain a Software Version log. ask 
for one at your Radio Shack Computer Center, Radio $flack. Plus Computer Center, 
or Participating Radio- Shack Dealer.) · · 

You may continue to use the lll~IJIJ.IJZ version of PROFILE 4 
PLUS; however. please be aware that only the most current version of this 
software will be supported by Radio Shack. personnel. 

Please chPck thP front and back. of. a.Jl your software 
manuals and be sure that all SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CARDS have been mailed to 
us. This will ensure that you receive notifications about required changes to 
other packages you own. 

letters will come direct to you when patches or changes are 
REQUIRED. other, OPTIONAL patches or changes may be available for your 
software. Contact your local Radio Shack. store for further information about 
possible optional patches. 

MMMMM PROCEDURE MMMMM 
At TRSDOS Ready. apply the following PATCHES to a BACKUP 

copy of the PROFILE 4 PLUS Runtime diskette. 

~TCH EFC9/CMD CX'6FFIJ'=21 3B 88 3A 4D 8A 85 6F C9) 
~CH EFC9/CMD CX'8AJJ4'=CD FIJ 6F) 

..........m-cH EFC9/CMD CX'8A23'=CD FIJ 6F) 
-f'1ITCH EFC9/CMD CX'8A3E'=IJD 

-PATCH RM/CMD CX'71J7P=31J33) 
Apply the following PATCH to a BACKUP copy of the PROFILE 4 PLUS Creation 
diskette. 

_.,f)ATCH CM/CMD CX'71J7P=31J33) 
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